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“The insurance industry is a key 

component of the economy by 

virtue of the amount of premiums it 

collects, the scale of the 

investments and more 

fundamentally, the social and 

economic role it plays by covering 

personal and commercial risks”
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and development
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Since 2001 Stuart King the founder of Babel Cover has pursued a passion for change in 
the insurance industry. After experience in regulated and qualified senior positions at 
world class firms in the insurance, risk and capital advisory and captive management 
industry. Stuart recognised early on the opportunity blockchain technology offers to 
develop a much more transparent, open and efficient value system for consumers.

Coupled with a clear(ish) understanding of blockchain developed through experience by 
forming the Blockchain Association of Ireland in 2016, a non-profit born out of an 
academic think tank (the coding value group), Stuart is convinced blockchain technology 
offers great potential in the insurance arena.

Babel Cover has set a grand yet realizable vision to democratise insurance and bring 
consumers closer to the source of risk capital thereby building more resilient, transparent 
and cost effective inter-connected financial products.

About
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“Freedom, democracy and 

reason as the primary values of 

society”

“Free from ignorance, from 

superstition and from the 

arbitrary powers of the state”



Through the use of 

Blockchain Technologies

the insurance industry 

value chain can be radically 

redesigned 



 Problems associated with the current state of the insurance industry:

 Capital (the key insurance ingredient) at the macro level has to pass through many layers 

and player to get to the underlying customer risk

 Overwhelmingly high level of administrative costs and brokerage fees incurred that is 

ultimately passed on to the customer

 Significant delays and inaccuracy in the transfer of data and settlement of financial 

balances

 This results in higher costs, unclear risk pricing, slower communication processes 

and claims settlement, lack of transparency and a reliance on many third party 

intermediaries for distribution, management and protection

Current State
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Complex Value Chain
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The current state combined operating loss ratio is close to 100% i.e. premiums collected 

equal claims paid, below we take an illustrative look at the various components:

Cost Inefficiencies

LOSS COST COMPOSITION (60%) EXPENSE COST COMPOSITION (40%)

Cost 

Component
Current

Target % 

Reduction

Cost 

Component
Current

Target % 

Reduction

Pure claims 50% ? Labour 40% ?

Legal expenses 25% ? Commissions 30% ?

Claims handling 15% ? Office 10% ?

Fraudulent 

claims 10% ? IT & Marketing 20% ?

100% 100%
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Facts & Figures - Capital
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Facts & Figures – Protection Gap
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 2011 Japanese and New 

Zealand earthquake

 2005 hurricanes Katrina, 

Wilma and Rita



Facts & Figures – Catastrophe Events
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Facts & Figures - Digitization
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source: World Bank Group – world development report 2015



Facts & Figures - Performance
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Facts & Figures - Outlook
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https://www.munichre.com/topics-online/en/economy/global-outlook-2017-2018.html



But, it hasn’t always been 

this way….



 As trade and industry developed so did insurance. Financiers of ships and cargoes 

protected their risk by what was termed as a contract of bottomry loan. Such 

practices were common to merchants of Babylon and also practiced by the Hindus 

as far back as 6000 B.C.

 Bottomry is more akin to catastrophe insurance than traditional insurance as you 

receive a loan up front and only pay it back with a premium is the event doesn’t 

occur. Such techniques were useful where a ship needed urgent repairs on a 

voyage.

 Benevolent Societies emerged from Romans and Greeks which looked after 

bereaved family members and took care of funeral costs around 600 B.C. 

Some say insurance is a synonym of human progress, prosperity and civilization but 

somehow, in my humble view, of late, it has lost its way…

Historical Perspective
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 Things became interesting during the Enlightenment era in Europe. In 1668 in a 

small coffee shop in the City of London popular with merchants and the go to place 

for shipping news, modern day insurance emanated. Leading to the formation 

shortly thereafter of the famous speciality insurance market Lloyd’s of London.

 The Great Fire of London of 1666 that started in a small bakery on Pudding Lane in 

the City drove the concept of property insurance. It developed rapidly and spread to 

other cities. Sir Christopher Wren - founder of the Royal Society, prominent 

contributor in the Enlightenment movement and renowned scientist and architect -

re-designed the City. A monument he designed now stands at the scene of the fire. 

Little do people know that the monument was developed as a secret telescope.

A number of natural and man made catastrophes since has shaped the industry to 

what it is today…

Modern Day Evolution
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The insurance system is 

rapidly changing…



 The removal of go-between non added value parties from the insurance process in 

order to create a new, open, accurate and transparent system

 Inter-connectedness and collection of more risk data to create individualized 

products 

 Claims settlement greatly reduced as the route from insurance capital to customers 

becomes more direct

 Rapid capital deployment improving economic repair following catastrophic events

 Mutualisaton of risk beyond geographic and political boundaries

Future (Re)volution
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Leaner Decentralised Structures
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Healthy Disruption Emerging
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CASE STUDY 1

Project Name: Nexus Mutual

Reference: https://www.nexusmutual.io

Focus: Returning the power of insurance to the people

Project description

Nexus Mutual uses the power of Ethereum so people can share risk together without 

the need for an insurance company.

Smart Contract Cover will not be a contract of insurance. Fellow members will decide 

on claims. Claim payments will be enforced by token driven economic incentives rather 

than placing trust in an insurance company.



Healthy Disruption Emerging
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CASE STUDY 2

Project Name: teambrella

Reference: https://teambrella.com

Focus: Not insurance a lot better

Project description

Every decision is made via discussion and voting. And transparency enforces the 

Golden Rule of fairness: Treat others the way you want to be treated. In Teambrella, 

one doesn't have to vote all the time and can choose you to vote on their behalf. As a 

proxy, you are compensated by the team for your time and expertise. The more people 

trust you as a proxy, the bigger your compensation is.

Your team doesn't have the expenses of an insurance company. Keep 100% of your 

money if there are no claims in your team.



Healthy Disruption Emerging
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CASE STUDY 3

Project Name: PIPRATE

Reference: https://piprate.com

Focus: Better view and reliability of risk data

Project description

Piprate solves the insurance industry's fundamental data sharing problems.

Its blockchain-backed data wallets offer a more secure and efficient means of sharing 

data amongst actors in the re/ insurance industry.

Data has real, measurable value. But when data management and sharing practices are 

inefficient, some of that value is eroded. Piprate firmly believes that your data should 

be treated like any other valuable corporate asset: ownership safeguarded, value 

maximised, risk minimised, compliance ensured, and subject to the most robust 

security measures.



Babel Cover

Sustainable, secure and 

transparent rewards linked 
digital insurance.





Sustainable
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 Asset choice aligned to the UN 

Sustainability Development goals

 Unique contribution to reducing 

environmental impact given natural 

catastrophe events have a direct impact 

on insurance availability and pricing 

 Avail fully of embracing the powerful 

benefits of Natural Capital



 Full and encrypted data ownership. Risk 

and personal data at the present time 

flows via too many layers and players in 

the current system

 Blockchain technology offers higher 

levels of security and validation

 Immutability results in greater level of 

confidence in premium and risk 

discovery directly contributing to 

tailored inter-connected products

Secure
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 Full accountability of transaction history 

as verifiable on blockchain technologies

 Control and overview of parties 

accessing risk and personal data

 No hidden costs or commissions

 End to end view point of risk to capital 

source and repayment flows

Transparent
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 Loyal user focus by encouraging risk 

mitigating strategies to lower risk and 

offer higher rewards

 Financial Services industry suffering 

with opaque infrastructure, not 

customer centric

 Risk pooling with like minded people 

and risk sharing to reduce fraudulent 

activity

Incentivised
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Practical Examples



In the following excel based presentation a very simplistic overview of the premium 

pricing process for a fleet of motor vehicles will be presented. 

Learning outcomes include:

 Understanding of real fleet risk and exposure dynamics

 Pricing components that contribute to setting a ‘technical’ premium

 How this fits in to the overall system

 Risk decision making on behalf of the insured and of the insurer

Personal – Motor Premium Pricing
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Raw Claims Data
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Sort Data Set
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Risk Category Grouping
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Establishing Retention/ Transfer Limit
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Retention Assessment
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Baseline Retention Pricing
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Babel Cover e-wallet 
App Demonstration
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A Simplistic Virtual 
Ethereum 
Blockchain Based 
Demonstration
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Buy Process
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Claim Process
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Digitize, Democratize, Decentralize



Thank You

Let’s Make Things 

Clearer

stuart@babelcover.com

babelcover.com

@babelcover

mailto:stuart@babelcover.com

